HUB groundbreaking ceremony, October 17, 2019
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STEPPING
TOWARD
OUR
FUTURE

On October 17, 2019, Huntington University
officially announced that it is in the midst of
a comprehensive $40,000,000 campaign.
Perhaps the most anticipated Step Forward
capital initiative is the reimagination of HU’s
student union building, the HUB.
Construction on the HUB officially began on
April 8, 2020. The HUB has been at the heart
of Huntington University’s campus since its
completion in 1968, and while the building has
changed to suit shifting needs over the years,
the reimagined HUB’s indoor and outdoor
spaces make it an ideal student center for
organized and impromptu student gatherings,
the original intention for the building. Foresters
eagerly anticipated the reopening of this
beloved space as they watched the project’s
progress over eight months.
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From the President
The week of spring break 2020, executive orders from our governor prompted us to
send our students home to complete the remaining spring semester. We emptied
out residence halls, flipped our entire curriculum at all three sites to online learning,
and the bulk of our employees became a remote workforce.
The skeleton crew that was left in the buildings spent long days becoming
computer sleuth experts in how to combat a disease when no one fully understood
its spread or capacity.
Through it all, we never wavered from our mission. We set our sights on a preferred
future. Our long-term vision was to fully seat our class in a residential setting on
August 31, 2020. We never gave up. We never gave in to defeat or lack of faith in
how God would meet our need.
We prayed. We cried. We worried. We feared, but we NEVER gave up. WE believed
that God would send our increase. And…He did. New and returning students
showed up in larger numbers than expected.
This year, we welcomed 1,402 students as part of the Forester Family. Huntington
University and our other area independent colleges declared early that we would be
returning to face-to-face course delivery and our athletic conference would play the
fall schedule.
Instead of limiting athletics, we actually expanded staff and added to our rosters.
We continued our capital campaign, continued the renovation of our student
center and began building an animal science teaching and learning area for our
agricultural program.
What did all that do for us? It gave us life. Our students saw tangible, beautiful
progress on improving their experience. Their friends were back. Their professors
were back, and they weren’t afraid to engage with them. Our community drove by
our campus and saw flowers planted and construction trucks coming and going
and could breathe a sigh of relief that things might be somewhat normal again.
But I won’t lie to you. It was hard. It was hard to always speak from a position of
strength. However, it was never hard to speak from a position of hope.
This 2020 President’s Report is one of hope. Psalm 127:7-8 tells us that the Lord
will keep us from harm and watches over our progress. My prayer is that the words
in this report, our testimony of God’s providence, will encourage your heart and fill
you with hope.

Sincerely,
Dr. Sherilyn R. Emberton
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SHATTERING
ENROLLMENT
RECORDS
Huntington University has once again shattered
enrollment records. In a year fraught with any number of
challenges, we were pleased to report a total enrollment
of 1,402 students. This is the first time in history that
our enrollment has topped 1,400 students.
“We celebrate every student, but surpassing a marker
like 1,400 is a special moment for the campus
community,” said Daniel Solms, vice president for
enrollment management and marketing.
Since 2016, we have seen overall enrollment increase
from 1,300 to over 1,400 students, with a steady
increase in students each year. This year is also the
eighth consecutive year of increased U.S. minority
student enrollment, with 16% of the HU population
identifying as a U.S. minority.
“We are so excited about the opportunity to provide a
record number of students with access to Christian
higher education at Huntington University,” said Dr.
Sherilyn Emberton. “Our entire campus community, at
all three geographic locations, worked diligently through
the pandemic recess to offer the residential educational
experience for our students in fall 2020. Growing
our institution remains a key pillar of our strategic
plan, Faith Forward 2022.”
In addition to an increase in U.S. minority representation,
the number of states the student population represents
has increased for the fifth year in a row. HU welcomed
Foresters from 34 states this year, including Maine,
Colorado, Idaho, Nevada, California, New Hampshire,
Vermont, Oregon and Washington.
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Stepping Forward
The Huntington University story has only begun

“But wait, there’s more.”

programs, and some outstanding employees who
helped our business grow.”

This promise has characterized the last six years at
Huntington University. While remaining true to our
mission and legacy, we constantly look for ways to
best serve Foresters.

Hiner became a part of the Green Ribbon Committee
that would help transition the University through
stages of the campaign.

In 2014, one year into Dr. Sherilyn Emberton’s
presidency, a group of University leaders gathered to
discuss a strategic plan that would enhance current
programs and facilities, build new spaces, and
institute new programs that would place Huntington
University on the cutting edge of higher education,
particularly in health science and media.
Out of those prayer-filled meetings came Faith
Forward 2022, a comprehensive campaign that would
put the strategic plan into action. Bold in its scope and
ambitious in its goals, the campaign would usher in
the University’s 125th birthday and the next generation
of Foresters. The goal, as always, was to impact the
world for Christ through scholarship and service.
At the core of Faith Forward 2022 are faithful partners
who support the University’s students and mission.
“Huntington University’s story has been a central
part of my family and business’ story in so many
ways for over 30 years,” said Marj Hiner, member of
the President’s Advisory Council on Excellence and
longtime friend of the University. “Growing up, our
children were always on campus, experiencing art,
culture — even basketball camps. For our business,
Huntington College offered educational opportunities,
workshops and seminars, employee shadowing

“My family’s support is our way of saying ‘thanks’ and
reciprocating the part the University has played in our
own story,” said Hiner. “How exciting to be a part of a
story that is making a difference through generations
of students who are impacting the world for Christ.”
Since the implementation of Faith Forward 2022, with
the support of many such friends, we have eagerly
looked to the next chapter in our story.
On October 17, 2019, we launched the public phase
of Faith Forward 2022: Step Forward. The day
included activities for students, faculty, and staff to
celebrate God’s faithfulness. As of November 1, 2020,
the campaign has raised nearly $39.6 million of the
$40,000,000 goal.
There is more to come. Faith Forward 2022
began with the understanding that loving Huntington
University for everything that she is also includes
positioning the University for what comes next.
Campus is already showing the signs of innovations
that have come from Faith Forward 2022.
From baseball games in Forest Glen Park to student
showcases at Huntington University Arizona, the
comprehensive campaign is making an impact.

Are you ready to see what’s next?

M

MISS FORT WAYNE
HU student Cydney Bridges serves as a community leader
On October 26, 2019, exactly two months after
starting classes toward her nursing major at
Huntington University, Cydney Bridges (2023) claimed
the title Miss Fort Wayne 2020. Since there was no
Miss Fort Wayne pageant in 2020, Bridges is serving
a bonus year as Miss Fort Wayne in 2021.
Being a community leader during a pandemic has
helped Bridges understand herself better: her beliefs,
her strengths and the power of her voice. She wants
to encourage others to use their voices in their
communities; in the months leading up to the 2020
General Election, Bridges encouraged young adults to
use their voice to vote.
“I knew I wanted to vote, and I knew I wanted to use
my voice. But I didn’t become passionate about
encouraging other people to use their voice until I saw
the difference that my voice can make,” said Bridges.
She wondered aloud, “If my voice can make such
a big difference, if my voice can have such a huge
impact, I can only imagine the impact of other people
using their voices and coming together.”
Bridges’ mother and other leaders who have invested
in her over the years have had a significant influence
on the way Bridges approaches her own leadership
platform. Her goal is to make an investment in
youth and encourage them to #DefyAndConquer, to
overcome obstacles to their growth. Some of her
favorite Miss Fort Wayne memories have included
speaking engagements at youth events and churches.
The road to Miss Fort Wayne was full of pageants,
titles and an ever-growing sisterhood of friends for
Bridges, who entered her first pageant when she was
nine. She stepped away from pageantry in junior high
to focus on academics and volleyball, then returned to
entering contests before graduating from high school.
Although she loves the leadership and growth
opportunities Miss Fort Wayne has provided and
the relationships she has forged through the Miss
America Organization, Bridges is adamant that her
identity is in Christ first.
“I’m Cydney Bridges, a child of God,” she said.
Everything else is secondary.
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IN STRIDE

Introducing the Spiritual Formation Plan

Integral to Step Forward is the implementation of a
comprehensive Spiritual Formation Plan that will enhance
the spiritual component of the Forester education across the
spectrum – from chapels to residence life to classrooms.
While the University strives to equip every student with
professional and academic knowledge and skills, it’s the
integration of faith into every aspect of the academy that
makes the HU experience worthwhile. Regardless of where
students are located on the spiritual continuum, Huntington
University embraces the responsibility of shepherding them
to pastures where their understanding and love for God and
others continually increases.
“Shepherds without a plan are at risk of experiencing failure and
frustration as they attempt to guide their flocks to meadows of
maturation,” said Rev. Arthur Wilson, vice president for spiritual
formation, who developed the Spiritual Formation Plan. “While
demonstrating a passion for spiritual formation is a good
thing, it can diminish if it stands alone. When passion has an
opportunity to intersect with an effective strategy, there are no
limits to what can be achieved.”
Spiritual formation doesn’t happen in isolation; that’s why
relational ministry is at the center of the Spiritual
Formation Plan.
“As we continue to consider the various ways that God can
use our relationships as drivers to lead students into a deeper
understanding and relationship with God,” said Wilson, “I have
the upmost confidence in our ability to thrive because we
have a well-informed and courageous plan that’s ready to be
executed with precision.”
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Huntington University was pleased
to welcome Indiana Governor Eric
Holcomb to campus on November
16, 2020, for the official Don
Strauss Animal Science Education
Center ribbon cutting.

INTRODUCING THE

Don Strauss Ani
Science

Joining Governor Holcomb at this
historic event were Bob Krouse,
chief executive officer of MPS Egg
Farms; Marty Songer, executive
director of AVIS Foundation,
Inc.; David Findlay, president and
chief executive officer of Lake
City Bank; Bruce Kettler, director
of the Indiana State Department
of Agriculture; Richard Strick,
mayor of Huntington (Class of
2005); Madison Riggle, field sales
representative, DEKALB Asgrow
(Class of 2018); Nate Perry,
managing director of the Haupert
Institute for Agricultural Studies
(Class of 2000); and Dr. Sherilyn
Emberton, president of
Huntington University.
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BRINGING HOME
THE BANNER
The HU women’s indoor track team
made history as national champions
It's safe to say that Huntington University's mid-distance runners are the
best in the nation, and they have the banner to show for it.
In spring 2020, the HU women’s indoor track and field team made history by
clinching their first-ever NAIA National Indoor Championship title, the first
NAIA national title of any HU athletic team.
"Our achievements represent how much our school and community have
invested in us, and I am very thankful for it!" said Coach Joel Childs, who
was named the National Women's Indoor Coach of the Year.
Huntington University’s championship team consisted of eight Foresters
best known for their mid-distance abilities: Jordan Adam, Jessica Chojnacki,
Aspen Dirr, Mara McFarland, Molly Mitchell, Saige Norris, Hannah Stoffel
and Olivia Von Gunten.
Dirr, Stoffel, McFarland and Mitchell teamed up to blow away the
competition in the 4x800 with a winning time of 9:06.20 for their team’s first
national title. Dirr, a senior, would headline the three-day event with gritty
performances. She claimed two individual titles, ran a leg of another winning
relay team and posted a runner-up finish on Saturday — all within four
hours. To no one's surprise, coaches voted Dirr the Athlete of the Meet; she
also received the Most Valuable Performer designation, which is awarded to
the athlete who scores the most points in the meet.
Stoffel's performance was also one for the ages. In addition to running a leg
of the two winning relay teams, the junior transfer was the national champ
in the 800 (2:08.98) and finished second and third in the mile (4:55.21) and
600 (1:32.09), respectively.
When all the dust settled, the Dirr/Stoffel duo contributed 62 of HU's 77
points. Mitchell picked up key points for the Foresters by outrunning her #8
seeding in the mile to take fourth in 4:57.18.
Other members of Childs' crew to compete on the big stage included Norris,
who toed the line in the 3,000 prelims and finished 16th in 10:27.00.
McFarland ran a personal record 2:59.32 in the 1,000 but came up one spot
short of making it to the finals with a ninth-place finish in the prelims.
While Von Gunten, Chojnacki and Adam never stood on the podium that
weekend, their contributions were crucial. In the prelims, Von Gunten ran a
leg in both relays, Chojnacki ran in the 4x800, and Adam sprinted the 400 leg
of the DMR.   
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Men’s
Soccer
For the second straight
year, the Foresters claimed
the Crossroads League
tournament title to secure an
automatic bid to the NAIA
National Tournament. As the
No. 2 seed in the CL tourney,
HU picked off top-seeded
and 6th ranked Spring Arbor,
1-0, to punch their ticket to
the big dance. In the opening
round, Coach Russ Lawson
and crew outlasted Cardinal
Stritch in a shootout to log
the program’s first win in
NAIA postseason play before
dropping a 1-0 decision to
10th-ranked Rio Grande.
Huntington ended the
season with a 15-5-3 record,
which is the most wins since
Lawson’s playing days in
1989 when he and his team
went 20-5.

HU Arizona OTD
program granted
candidacy status

In October, the Accreditation Council for
Occupational Therapy Education (ACOTE)
granted Huntington University’s Doctoral
Program in Occupational Therapy (OTD
program) in Arizona candidacy status,
meaning the program can admit students
and begin the self-study process to apply
for accreditation. ACOTE will announce its
accreditation decision in 2023.
“There is a great need for occupational
therapy practitioners in Arizona,” said Evelyn
Andersson, PhD, OTR/L, and OTD program
director in Arizona. “The greater Phoenix
metro area is experiencing population
growth. There is also a large immigrant
population and several American Indian
reservations that would benefit from
occupation-based and culturally sensitive
interventions. Rural practice will offer
opportunities to expand on innovative
service delivery models such as telehealth to
reach clients with a variety of needs.”
The OTD program’s Arizona location will
address the specific occupational needs
of the Southwest’s populations, including a
missions component specifically developed
for underserved populations in both Arizona
and Mexico. With a maximum of 32
students per cohort, the program will serve
students who thrive in an individualized
education model.

CAMPUS UPDATES
Kingery Joins Ag Council
Courtney Kingery, CEO of the Indiana Soybean Alliance and the Indiana Corn Marketing Council, joined the
Huntington University Agriculture Advisory Council in 2020. Kingery brings a broad level of experience and
expertise from the grain industry that is of great value to our corn and soybean checkoff programs.

HU Hires New Director of Student Success
Isaac Barber joined Huntington University as the director of student success in August
2020. Barber has experience in higher education as a resident director, area coordinator
of freshmen curriculum and director of residence life and graduate admissions.
“At an early age we are taught that we could be whatever we want to be,” said Barber.
“We are also taught that there is nothing that is impossible with the help of God.
Huntington is a place that sees those promises and seeks to create an environment
that allows those things to be true. I am excited to be a part of that.”

Rocky Mountain Emmy Winners
Huntington University Arizona students were the recipients of a record seven Rocky Mountain Emmy Student
Production Awards. For the first time ever, HU Arizona tied with Arizona State University for the most overall
Student Emmy awards. HU Arizona received 12 nominations, the second highest number of nominations
among all universities represented. Among the top five universities with most nominations, the average
enrollment is 30,000 students; HU Arizona then had a total enrollment of 140 students.

HU Goes Test Optional
Huntington University adopted a test optional admissions process, making the submission of scores from
common standardized tests such as the ACT and SAT optional for admission. Admissions decisions will rely
on a student’s high school curriculum, academic performance, extracurricular activities and essay.
“With limited availability for students to take a standardized test,” said Susanne Watson, director of
undergraduate admissions, “eliminating the test from our admissions process will give students some peace of
mind during an uncertain time.”

OTA Bachelor’s Degree Holder Makes
History with Board Certification
Bailey Funkhouser, Class of 2020, was part of the inaugural class of the first
accredited occupational therapy assistant (OTA) bachelor’s degree program in
the nation. She made history again as the first OTA bachelor’s degree
graduate to pass her National Board for Certification in Occupational Therapy
(NBCOT) examinations.
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THE I MPACT O F

G E N E R O SITY
SUPPORTERS
AT A G L A N C E

F R O M J U N E 1 , 2 0 1 9 - M AY 3 1 , 2 0 2 0

2 4 M E RILLAT SOCIETY MEMBERS
1 8 9 7 SOCIETY MEMBERS
36
MILTON WRIGHT FELLOWSHIP MEMBER S
59
PACESETTER SOCIETY MEMBERS
138
346
Gifts of $250,000 or more (lifetime giving)

Gifts of $100,000-$249,999 (lifetime giving)

Gifts of $50,000-$99,999 (lifetime giving)

Gifts of $1,000 or more to Forester Fund

LEGACY SOCIETY MEMBERS

• Gifts from an estate, Will, or endowed scholarship

1 , 2 4 4 F O R E S T E R F U N D D O NO R S
WHERE
GIFTS
COME
FROM
Friends 20.3%
Alumni 13.2%
Estates 24.7%
Businesses 6.4%

EVERY GIFT COUNTS

2,6 4 9

Foundations 11.7%
Churches 5.9%
Other 17.8%

Students 48%
Facilities 16%

INDIVIDUAL GIFTS

OF $1-$100

$136,860

FA I T H F U L N E S S

•

240

WHERE
GIFTS
GO
Other 9%
Where Needed Most 27%

TOTALING

LIVING INDIVIDUALS WHO
HAVE GIVEN FOR 30 OR
MORE YEARS

FUNDRAISING

$4,346,472
FISCAL

YEAR GIFTS

ENDOWMENTS

218

TOTAL NUMBER OF

E N DOW M E N T S

Market Value
$29,337,778 Total
of Endowments

FINANCIAL UPDATE
REVENUE

2019-2020

2018-2019

Tuition & Fees

29,037,940

28,245,750

Auxiliary Enterprises

4,820,586

5,436,212

Private Gifts & Grants

3,722,459

4,136,886

Government Grants
for Student Aid

2,852,636

1,980,966

Investment Income

642,896

660,715

Other Revenue

468,478

396,599

2019-2020

2018-2019

10,846,453

10,212,589

Academic Support

2,147,792

2,148,393

Student Services

4,977,898

4,166,047

Institutional Support

5,631,371

5,237,392

Physical Plant & Depreciation

6,135,493

6,089,539

Auxiliary Enterprises

3,111,987

3,042,725

11,475,478

11,106,978

EXPENSES
Instruction

Student Aid

ENDOWMENT MARKET VALUE: (AS OF 6/30) ENDOWMENT PER UNDERGRADUATE FTE

MKT. VALUE

UG FTE

MV/FTE

2013

22,415,872

978

22,920

2014

23,262,118

933

24,933

2015

25,085,542

917

27,356

2016

25,374,579

875

29,000

2017

27,118,556

852

31,829

2018

28,491,710

845

33,718

2019

29,782,222

840

35,455

2020

29,337,778

864

33,956

LONG-TERM DEBT BALANCE
DEBT SERVICE

REVENUE

% OF REV.

DEBT

% OF REV.

2013

713,147

36,050,092

2.0%

9,498,103

26.3%

2014

712,221

34,248,144

2.1%

9,220,649

26.9%

2015

715,132

35,708,996

2.0%

9,058,174

25.4%

2016

708,703

36,790,683

1.9%

8,821,197

24.0%

2017

775,757

35,783,709

2.2%

11,132,172

31.1%

2018

1,094,104

34,283,297

3.2%

10,696,569

31.2%

2019

1,110,156

35,730,781

3.1%

10,025,108

28.1%

2020

1,112,068

36,756,910

3.0%

9,343,903

25.4%
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FAITH FORWARD 2022
PILLAR V:

PILLAR I:

Increasing Student
Economic Value and
Institutional Viability

Strengthening the
Huntington University
Experience

PILLAR IV:

PILLAR II:

Promoting
Enrollment Growth,
Strategic Programs,
and Visibility

Enhancing a
Culture of
Academic
Excellence

PILLAR III:
Sustaining Spiritual
Significance and
Faithful Service

To download a copy of Faith Forward 2022, visit huntington.edu/FaithForward2022.

Take a step with us…
a step of faith.
huntington.edu/StepForward
huntington.edu/StepForward

